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Founded in 1989 in the city of Portland, Oregon Scientific creates products
made with innovation, precision and passion, to bring to your life a fresh
perspective and a new, creative way of meeting your needs. Each of
our products blends high-end technology with aesthetic design and an
appreciation of nature. We believe the key to improving life and reaching
your goals is not working harder, but living smarter.
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Take charge of your day. Know at a glance what to expect from
your day with professional weather stations and stylish, functional
timepieces.
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WEATHER TOOLS TO
HELP YOU PLAN IN ADVANCE
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EASY SET UP
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Know what to expect wherever you find yourself
It’s easy these days to check your local weather, but rapidly changing

Set-up is simple!
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Place your weather station wherever it’s convenient - in your
bedroom, living room or office, for instance.

conditions in smaller areas may go unreported. With a weather station
at home and the office, you can be sure you always have accurate and
up-to-date information for your travel plans, wardrobe decisions, family
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Place sensors in areas where you want to keep track of
weather conditions.

outings and more.

Oregon Scientific weather stations
make life easier!

That’s it!

You should place your sensors and weather equipment where they will best address your specific
concerns. The following are some examples of how proper placement addresses a user’s needs.
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With a wide range of weather tools from basic thermometers to
sophisticated professional stations, there’s something for everyone.
The information you need is presented in easy-to-read displays and
graphics, so they’re always user-friendly.
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Is the wind direction good for sailing?
Does my garden need protection from

2

Is my family as comfortable as possible? Is my
wine being stored at the correct temperature?

strong wind?

Answer: Place temperature and humidity (thermo-

Answer: Place a wind meter (anemometer)

hygro) sensors inside your house in any areas

on your rooftop or in your garden.

you’d like to monitor.

Is it too humid for an outing? Is it cold?
Should I take a jacket?
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How much rain fell last night?
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Will the water be good for swimming?

Answer: Place a rain gauge in your garden.

Answer: Place a temperature and humidity
(thermo-hygro) sensor outside your house.
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What level of sun block do I need?
Answer: Place a UV sensor outside the
house in sunlight.
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Answer: Place a pool thermometer inside
the pool.
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HOW YOU CAN KNOW
THE WEATHER IN ADVANCE

Everyone benefits from an
Oregon Scientific Weather Station
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You’re always ready, rain or shine
The weather for the next 12-24 hours is forecasted in easy-to-
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see and understandable icons:

Barometric pressure in simple figures
The unit for barometric pressure is hPa, with the key pressure

Whether you’re a weather enthusiast or you just want to know what

level at 1013 hPa. If the number displayed is lower than this, it

tomorrow’s forecast and temperature will be, our weather stations

is likely to rain. If the number is higher, it is likely to stay clear.
It’s that simple.

provide the information you need to help you be prepared for your day.
Sunny

Partly
cloudy

Cloudy

Rainy

A bar graph also allows you to see the barometric pressure

Snowy*

history for the previous 24 hours. With this information, you can

* for selected models only
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Weather Forecast

2

Indoor/Outdoor Temperature

3

Barometric Pressure

4

Radio Controlled Functions

5

Record of Accumulated Rainfall, Barometer and UV
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Wind Speed / Direction / Wind Chill
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Rainfall

8

UV Index
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Do I need to water my plants?
Will it be too wet to go hiking?

Is the temperature comfortable for my family?

You now have all the answers with rainfall information. There are

The temperature displays in either Celsius or Fahrenheit tell you

four measurements for rainfall: millimeters (mm), millimeters per

whether it is too hot or cold. The arrow icon tells you how the

hour (mm/hr), inches (in) and inches per hour (in/hr). You can

temperature will change.
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easily tell what weather is heading your way.

view the rainfall for the current hour, accumulated rainfall or the
history for the past 24 hours.

Temperature trend indicator

5
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Will I get sunburned?
Rising

Steady

Too much sunlight can be harmful. With the UV index, you will

Falling

Ensure maximum comfort for you and your family with a glance,

know how much exposure is too much and what type of sun

simply by reading the temperature conditions in your home and

block you will need. The index predicts UV intensity levels on a

adjusting your thermostat.

scale of 1-11 and above, from a low risk of overexposure to an
extreme risk respectively.
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Radio-controlled timing for reliability
and accuracy

The Oregon Scientific logo indicates that the product features
radio-controlled timing, and will synchronise its calendar and
clock automatically. With it, your time will always be reassuringly
accurate.
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Stay truly
connected
via Wi-Fi
Smart Connected Clock with Internet Radio CIR100
Wi-Fi connection to access Internet radio stations, podcasts and more as
well as synchronizes the clock automatically. Our dedicated mobile app
supports instant text and voice message playback to keep you and your family
connected while at home. The smart display shows the detail information
including radio, music, weather forecast and text messages from our app.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 46
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Make your

travel truly
enjoyable

Smart Clock with Bluetooth Music CP100
A perfect compact and portable companion that connects with your smart
device, so you can enjoy your personal music anytime. Brainwave sleep
sounds help to provide quality sleep in any environment. An integrated
microphone allows you to answer calls hands-free.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 46
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Time flies in

Temperature with
dazzling

colours

bold colour
and sleek style

Weather Station BAR292/BAR292A
A modern design fulfills the aesthetic and functional requirements of your needs.
The slim, stylish yet simple look blends perfectly in any work or home environment.
The changing colour display will keep you abreast of both the current time and
temperature range at a single glance.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 46

These elegant and multifunctional clocks introduce vibrant colour and modern style to
any room, while showing the time and indoor/outdoor temperatures in a projection of
softly glowing light by night.

PRYSMA R
Projection Clock with Indoor/
Outdoor Temperature RMR221PN
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 46

PRYSMA G
Projection Clock with
FM Radio RRM222PN/RRM222PA
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 47

Purple

Blue

Pale Blue

Green

Yellow

Orange

Red

PRYSMA B
Projection Clock with
Weather Forecast BAR223PN
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 47
* Black edition is available for all above models
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Smart Weather
Monitoring with
Greater Accuracy
Professional All-in-one Weather Station WMR500
The Professional All-in-one Weather Station offers a wide range of weather
conditions, including temperature, humidity level, wind speed & direction,
rainfall and barometric pressure. Simple monitoring options, via the dedicated
app, appear on the large display console and your smart device. Track and
compile long-term weather patterns while monitoring current trends. Connects
with in cloud for smart devices, end-user receives push notification from their
smart devices if weather changes.
FULL FEATUES: PAGE 47
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Smart weather stations
with a

convenient app

Weather@Home Thermo Bluetooth-enabled
Thermometer EMR211
Keep an eye on indoor and outdoor temperatures on your smart
device with the convenient app, or use the thermometer itself, which
can be expanded with specialized add-on sensors.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 48

Be prepared for inclement weather without the hassle of searching the TV or web for updates.
This range of Bluetooth-enabled weather stations that display the forecast and share it to an
app on your smart devices.

Weather@Home Bluetooth-enabled
Weather Station BAR218HG
Plan your day with a 12-hour forecast and weather warnings that
alert you to developing conditions.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 48

Weather@Home Thermo Plus
Bluetooth-enabled Thermo-hygro
Monitor RAR213HG
Track the indoor/outdoor temperatures and
humidity at a glance, along with a 7-day history of
highs, lows and trends so you can stay ahead of
developing conditions.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 48

Multi-channel Baro-thermohygro Sensor BTHGN129
Expand the range of your Bluetoothenabled home weather station with
this add-on sensor that supports up to
5 channels and measures barometric
pressure, temperature and humidity.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 48
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Professional tools
for superior

measurement
and monitoring

Ultra-precision Professional Weather System WMR300
Take your weather watching to the next level with more precise and detailed
readings, allowing you to track and compile long-term weather patterns for
professional analysis for agriculture, gardening and more.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 49
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Preparedness

begins with

information

Keep your

eyes

on the skies

Wireless Pro Weather Station with USB Upload

WMR89

The weather won’t be a mystery to you with this pro weather station that offers
a daily forecast with handy details like barometric pressure and wind speed.
USB uploading allows you to store, view and analyze your data easily.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 49

Pro Weather Station WMR86N
See the latest forecast, temperatures, readings and more with
this easy-to-read wireless weather station that displays in 6
different languages and never needs adjusting for Daylight
Savings Time.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 49
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Your personal

weatherman

weather displays

Check the temperature at a glance with these slim
stand-alone weather aids featuring large, easy-to-read
displays and a sleek design sense that adds a touch of
high-tech charm to your living room or office.

Weather Station
(Premier Model)
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 50

Multi-zone
monitoring

for more

comfortable

living

BAR208HG

Multi-zone Weather Station RAR502
Make your home more comfortable with this multizone weather station that tracks temperature and
humidity in up to four locations, all viewable from one
large LCD display.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 50

Weather Station
(Standard Model) BAR206
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 50

Crystal Weather Station BA900
Ultra-thin Weather Station BAR800
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 50

Laser-engraved 3D crystal glows in subtle
colour, offering the perfect showcase for an
innovative weather display in this artistic
fusion of sculpture and weather station.
The time, temperature and forecast are
available at a glance in easy-to-read LCD
or stunning LED backlighting.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 51
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 38
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RF Projection Clock
with Indoor Thermometer RM330P
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 51

Radio Projection Alarm Clock
with Bluetooth speaker RRA360P
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 51

Stay connected
with Music

Simply
Live
RF Projection Clock
with Indoor Thermometer RM331P
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 52

Radio Projection Alarm Clock
with Bluetooth speaker RRA600P
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 51
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Simple
Yet Trendy
PROJI Projection Clock BAR368P
Time & temperature projection with indoor/outdoor
temperature & weather forecast.
180o rotation projection and adjustable focus length
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 52

PROJI Projection Clock BAR368P
Time & temperature projection with indoor/outdoor
temperature & weather forecast.
180o rotation projection and adjustable focus length
PROJI Projection Clock Collection gives you all information
at just one glance. Angle adjustable projection arm offers
a unique way to read time by casting soft glowing red
numbers on a wall, ceiling, or just about any surface.

FULL FEATURES: PAGE 43

PROJI Projection Clock
BAR369P

PROJI Projection Clock
RM338P / RM338PU

180o rotation projection with indoor
temperature and dual alarm

Time & weather forecast projection
with indoor/outdoor temperature.
180o rotation projection and adjustable
focus length
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 52

FULL FEATURES: PAGE 52
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Simple and
Functional
Hip & Cool Self-setting
Atomic Projection Clock
RM313PN/RM313PNF

These cool little clocks automatically set
to the local time. The projection feature
offers a unique way to read time in the
dark by casting softly glowing digits in
charming red.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 53

Weather Day & Night BAR339DP
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 53

Know before you go
Prepare yourself for cold floors and chilly mornings with
projection clocks that not only show the time on the ceiling or
wall, but also display the indoor and outdoor temperatures, and
even the weather forecast for the day.
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comfortable

A more
way to greet the day
Radio-controlled
Projection Clock RRA320PN
See the hour clearly even in the dark of night
in the dark of night. These clocks project their
display on a wall or ceiling in a bright LED light.
Relax or wake up with the FM radio.

Classic Dual-alarm
Projection Clock RM308P
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 54

FULL FEATURES: PAGE 53

Slim Projection Clock
with Indoor/Outdoor
Temperature RM391P
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 54

Slim Projection Clock RM368P
Projection Clock RM512P

FULL FEATURES: PAGE 54

FULL FEATURES: PAGE 53
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Perfect
Combination of
Relaxation

Aroma Alarm Clock
with Mood Light RM660
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 55

Aroma Alarm Clock
with Mood Light RM661
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 54
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Wonderful
wake-up

GLAZE
Digital Wall Clock JW208
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 55

to your favorite song

Classic Alarm Clock with Radio RRM116/RRM116U
Chic design adds a colourful and modern ambiance to your room.
Fall asleep with your favorite FM radio channel and wake up with
an ascending radio alarm.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 55

Jumbo Clock

JW108

FULL FEATURES: PAGE 55
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Simple, handy
but essential
Radio-controlled Wall Clock with
Indoor Temperature JM889NR
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 56

Desktop Radio-controlled
Alarm Clock RM938
Digital Window
Thermometer THT328

FULL FEATURES: PAGE 56

FULL FEATURES: PAGE 56

Travel Clock RM511
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 56
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Keep your

environment safe
from

harmful elements
Oregon.AIR

Smart Air Monitor SHE101
A real-time monitoring of outdoor/indoor air quality, air pollution
measurements for PM2.5, VOC and temperature. It can trace and
measure the air quality from our mobile app compatible with your
smart devices.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 56
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Track, Gauge

LIVE SIMPLE

& Improve

A design or style in which the simplest and fewest
elements are used to create the maximum effect

Your Environment
Weather+ Bluetooth® Sensor
Advanced Version BAR228
Weather+ sensor provides live data of indoor/outdoor
temperature and humidity level. Stay connected with
BLE technology and app notification alert on your
smart device.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 57

Alizé Thermometer RMR262
Weather Bluetooth Sensor
Basic Version EM221
+

®

FULL FEATURES: PAGE 57

Alizé Weather Station
Standard Version BAR266
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 57

FULL FEATURES: PAGE 57

Supports Multi-Sensor connects up to 20 devices

Alizé Weather Station
Advanced Version BAR268HG
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 57
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Time & Weather Product Specifications

CIR100 | refer to page 12

142mm

RRM222PN/RRM222PA | refer to page 17

» Projects time and outdoor temperature
» Displays time, indoor/outdoor temperature and date
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock
» Dual alarm
» FM/AM digital radio (FM-only in EU)
» Includes 1 temperature sensor

200mm
80mm

» Internet Radio access to live global radio stations
» Bluetooth music streaming & speakerphone
» Radio alarm function (set by APP)
» Automatic time sync
» Headphone jack
» LCD display for time, weather forecast, text/voice message sent from APP
» Ability to play voice messages sent from mobile app
» AC Adaptor and 3 AA back-up batteries included

70mm

Smart Connected Clock with
Internet Radio

PRYSMA G
Projection Clock with
FM Radio / "Black edition"

RTHN129

22mm
BTHGN129
(Optional)
92mm

THN129
(Optional)

80mm
80mm

PRYSMA B
Projection Clock with
Weather Forecast
/ "Black edition"
BAR223PN | refer to page 17

» Projects time and outdoor temperature
» Displays time, indoor/outdoor temperature and date
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock
» Dual alarm
» Weather forecast
» Includes 1 temperature sensor

200mm
80mm

CP100 | refer to page 14

» Bluetooth music streaming & speaker phone
» Automatic time sync from mobile devices
» LCD display for time and low battery indication
» Alarm clock (set by APP)
» Brainwave sleep & wake-up sound with continuous play/15/30/60/90-minute
timer
» Built-in rechargeable battery

45mm

Smart Clock
with Bluetooth Music

RTHN129

22mm
BTHGN129
(Optional)

BAR292/BAR292A | refer to page 16

» 7 LCD display colours; change with the current temperature
» Indoor & outdoor temperature
» Indoor & outdoor humidity
» Weather forecast (Sunny/partly cloudy/cloudy/Rainy/snowy)
» Radio- controlled atomic clock (EU/UK/US)
» Daily alarm
» Calendar
» Daylight saving time / 6 time-zones (for US only)

200mm
80mm

PRYSMAchrome
Weather Station

THN129
(Optional)

RTHN129

22mm
BTHGN129
(Optional)

RMR221PN | refer to page 17

» Displays time, indoor/outdoor temperature, weather forecast and lighting effects
» Iconic weather forecast display using 3 crystals (sunny, cloudy and rainy)
» Variable light display changes with the 12-hour weather forecast
» Toggle between display modes with auto-toggle or a hand-wave (motion sensor)
» Dual band radio-controlled (atomic) clock for precise time-keeping that never needs
adjusting for Daylight Savings Time
» Includes 1 temperature sensor (with support for up to 3 channels)

200mm
80mm

PRYSMA R
Projection Clock with
Indoor/Outdoor Temperature
/ "Black edition"

RTHN129

22mm

180mm

160mm

WMR500 | refer to page 18

» All weather sensors in one station design
» Comprehensive weather data, including barometric pressure, temperature with
heat index (indoor and outdoor), humidity with dew-point (indoor and outdoor),
rainfall, wind speed, wind direction, UV
» High quality outdoors sensor system comply splash proof water resistance
» Big display and extra dot matrix display for comprehensive weather data and alert
messages
» Set weather alerts on dedicated APP
» Cloud support to Access data recorded and shared by other users
» Automatic time sync with server
» Build-in Wi-Fi & 868/915Mhz wireless technology connection.
» 300m (1000 feet) outdoor sensor transmission range
» Solar energy to extend Battery life for all-in-one sensor
» 1 adaptor and 7 AA batteries included

96mm
380mm
320mm

Professional All-in-one
Weather Station

170mm

THN129
(Optional)

BTHGN129
(Optional)

THN129
(Optional)
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BAR218HG | refer to page 20

1

93mm

Ultra-precision Professional
Weather System
WMR300 | refer to page 22

THGN132N

54mm

BTHGN129
(Optional)

This package includes 1 outdoor temperature and humidity sensor only.

*Scan the on-pack QR code to check the compatibility of your smart devices

» Professional quality weather station & outdoor sensor system with optional NIST
certification for US residents
» Large backlit LCD touch screen
» Graphical display of up to 24 months of detailed weather data at a time
» Comprehensive weather information, including forecast, indoor/outdoor
temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, wind speed/direction, rainfall, heat
index and dew point
» Tangential data including sunrise/sunset time and moon phase
» Includes main unit, 1 thermo-hygro sensor, 1 rain gauge and 1 wind sensor
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock
» 300m sensor transmission range
» Customisable recording interval allows user to specify how frequently data is
gathered
» Data logger stores gathered data from three weeks to three years depending on
the selected recording interval
» USB connection for PC upload

190mm
140mm

» Weather information display on main unit or mobile app* via Bluetooth® Smart
connectivity
» Transmission range up to 50m
» 12-hour weather forecast with pressure trends
» Indoor temperature and humidity with trends
» Outdoor temperature and humidity with trends (up to 5 channels)1
» Daily high/low memory for indoor/outdoor temperature and humidity
» Displays weather warnings: “HEAT”, “WIND”, “STORM”, “FOG”, “FROST”
» Moon phase
» Ice alert
» LED backlight
» Data logger
» 7-day weather history viewable from app
» Sync time from app

183mm

Weather@Home
Bluetooth-enabled
Weather Station

WGR300

50mm

THGN300

PCR300

THN129
(Optional)

Weather@Home
STC300

1

THGN132N

WMR86N | refer to page 24

BTHGN129
(Optional)

This package includes 1 outdoor temperature sensor only.

*Scan the on-pack QR code to check the compatibility of your smart devices

THN129
(Optional)

Weather@Home

RAR213HG | refer to page 21

» Weather information display on main unit or mobile app* via Bluetooth® Smart
connectivity
» Transmission range up to 50m
» Indoor temperature and humidity with trends
» Outdoor temperature and humidity with trends (up to 5 channels)1
» Daily high/low memory for indoor/outdoor temperature and humidity
» Ice alert
» LED backlight
» Data logger
» 7 day weather history viewable from App
» Additional data from App (with corresponding optional weather sensor): 12-hour
weather forecast & pressure
» Sync time from app
1

BTHGN129
(Optional)

48mm

Wireless Pro Weather
Station with USB Upload

THN129
(Optional)

WMR89 | refer to page 25

51mm

124mm

BTHGN129 | refer to page 21

» Supports up to 5 channels
» Transmits up to 100 feet from the main unit
» Temperature and humidity
» 12-hour weather forecast for supported model*
» Splash-proof
» Powered by 2 x AAA battery
*Scan the on-pack QR code to check the compatibility of your smart devices

18mm

48

51mm
PCR800

THGN132N

Weather@Home

Multi-channel
Baro-thermo-hygro Sensor

WGR800

THGN800

This package includes 1 outdoor temperature and humidity sensor only.

*Scan the on-pack QR code to check the compatibility of your smart devices

94mm

73mm

130mm

Weather@Home
Thermo Plus
Bluetooth-enabled
Thermo-hygro Monitor

» Comprehensive weather data, including indoor/outdoor temperature, humidity,
barometric pressure, rainfall, wind speed/direction and wind chill
» Iconic display including bar graphs (barometric and rainfall data), weather forecast
(sunny, partly cloudy, cloudy, rainy and snowy) and moon phase
» User-selectable settings: °C or °F (temperature) / mb/hPa or mmhg (barometric
pressure) / altitude
» RF communication Protocol 3.0
» Includes main unit, 1 thermo-hygro sensor, 1 rain gauge and 1 wind sensor
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock for precise time-keeping that never needs
adjusting for Daylight Savings Time
» Day of the week display in English, French, Italian, Spanish, German or Russian
» Includes backlight for easy reading in low-light conditions
» Powered by 3 x AA batteries

182.5mm

Pro Weather Station
32mm

» Comprehensive weather data, including indoor/outdoor temperature, humidity,
barometric pressure, daily/hourly rainfall, wind speed/direction, dew point, wind
chill and UV index (optional UV sensor required)
» Animated iconic display, including bar graphs (24-hour history of barometric
pressure, hourly rainfall and UV data), weather forecast (sunny, partly cloudy,
cloudy, rainy and snowy) and moon phase
» Easy-to-read LCD screen
» Includes main unit, 1 thermo-hygro sensor (with support for up to 3 channels),
1 rain gauge and 1 wind sensor; compatible with protocol 3.0 sensors
» Current and 24-hour historical readings stored in memory with a timestamp
» Data logger for storage of 7-day data
» Weather data is downloadable to a PC
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock for precise time-keeping that never needs
adjusting for Daylight Savings Time (DCF-77 for Continental Europe or MSF60 for
the UK; WWB-60 for the US)
» Calendar function
» Long-range transmission between main unit and sensors of up to 100m
» Includes backlight function for easy reading in low-light conditions

180mm
104mm

EMR211 | refer to page 21

66mm

85mm

Weather@Home Thermo
Bluetooth-enabled
Thermometer

» Weather information display on main unit or mobile app* via Bluetooth® Smart
connectivity
» Transmission range up to 50m
» Indoor temperature
» Outdoor temperature (up to 5 channels)1
» Ice alert
» Data logger
» 7-day weather history viewable from app
» Additional data from app (with corresponding optional weather sensor): outdoor
temperature, 12-hour weather forecast & pressure

WGR800

48mm
PCR800

THGN800

UVN800
(optional)
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Mutli-zone Weather Station
RAR502 | refer to page 27

» Multi-zone weather monitoring
» Easy-to-read LCD screen with button-free design
» Main unit displays data from up to 4 locations, identified by customisable tabs
» Includes main unit, 1 thermo-hygro sensor and 2 thermo-hygro sensors with
LCD display
» Iconic display of weather forecast (sunny, partly cloudy, cloudy, rainy and
snowy) up to a day in advance
» Updates automatically
» Wireless transmission up to 30m
» Mold alert

183mm
THGN132N

» Displays time, indoor temperature and weather forecast
» Iconic weather forecast display using innovative laser-engraved 3D crystals
illuminated by colourful lighting
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock for precise time-keeping that never needs
adjusting for Daylight Savings Time (DCF-77 for Continental Europe or MSF60 for
the UK)
» Toggle between display modes with a hand-wave (motion sensor)
» Includes 1 temperature sensor (with support for up to 3 channels)

178mm
113mm

BA900 | refer to page 27

40mm

46mm

77mm

Radio Projection Alarm
Clock with Bluetooth
speaker
RRA360P | refer to page 28

THN132N

» Alarm Clock
» Radio
» Indoor Temperature
» LED Backlight
» Projection
» Bluetooth speaker

187mm

117mm

BAR206 | refer to page 26

» Displays indoor/outdoor temperature and indoor humidity
» Provides informative and detailed 12-hour weather forecasts
» Includes 1 temperature sensor (with support for up to 3 channels)
» Records daily high/low temperature (indoor and outdoor) and indoor humidity
» Ice alert signals when outdoor temperature is close to icy condition
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock for precise time-keeping that never needs
adjusting for Daylight Savings Time (DCF-77 for Continental Europe or MSF60 for
the UK)
» Calendar function
» Includes backlight for easy reading in low-light conditions
» Wireless transmission range of up to 30m

Crystal Weather Station

38mm

134mm

53.3mm

Radio Projection Alarm
Clock with Bluetooth
speaker
RRA600P| refer to page 28

THGN132N

» Alarm Clock
» Radio
» Indoor Temperature
» LED Backlight
» Projection
» Bluetooth speaker

180mm

65mm

Weather Station
(Standard Model)

93mm

115mm

BAR208HG | refer to page 26

» Displays indoor/outdoor temperature and trends, indoor/outdoor humidity and
trends, time and moon phase
» Includes 1 thermo-hygro sensor (with support for up to 3 channels)
» Displays weather warnings and alerts
» Provides informative and detailed 12-hour weather forecasts
» Records daily high/low temperature (indoor and outdoor) and indoor humidity
» Ice alert signals when outdoor temperature is close to icy condition
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock for precise time-keeping that never needs
adjusting for Daylight Savings Time (DCF-77 for Continental Europe or MSF60 for
the UK)
» Includes backlight for easy reading in low-light conditions
» Wireless transmission range of up to 30m

134mm

Weather Station
(Premier Model)

65mm
28mm

THGN122N

THGN122N

RM330P | refer to page 29

BAR800 | refer to page 27
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» Displays time, indoor / outdoor temperatures, weather forecast and humidity
» Includes 1 thermo-hygro sensor
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock for precise time-keeping that never needs
adjusting for Daylight Savings Time (DCF-77 for Continental Europe or MSF60
for UK; WWB-60 for the US)
» Iconic display of weather forecast (sunny, partly cloudy, cloudy and rainy)
» Powered by 2 x CR2032 button cell batteries for main unit; 1 x 2A battery for
sensor

142mm

117mm

135mm

Ultra-thin Weather Station

» Alarm Clock
» Time & Date
» Indoor Temperature
» LED Backlight
» Projection

117mm

RF Projection Clock with
Indoor Thermometer

RTGN318

135mm
53.4mm
65mm
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Hip & Cool Self-setting
Atomic Projection Clock
RM313PNF/RM313PNFA | refer to page 32

» Indoor Temperature
» Time & Date
» Single Band RCC Clock with alarm
» LED Backlight
» Projection Light in Red with 180°Flip
» AC adapter included for continuous projection
» Batteries: 2 x AA

113mm

103mm

114.6mm

114.6mm

RM331P | refer to page 29

» Alarm Clock
» Time & Date
» Indoor Temperature
» LED Backlight
» Projection

70mm

RF Projection Clock with
Indoor Thermometer

55mm

57mm

PROJI Projection Clock
BAR369P | refer to page 31

52

» Time & Outdoor temperature Projection with 180o flip
» 180o rotatable projection head
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock (EU:DCF/UK:MSF/US:WWVB)
» Dual Alarm
» Weather Forecast
» Indoor & Outdoor Temperature (Supports up to 5 channels with optional sensors*)
» One 3-channel outdoor temperature sensor included
» 2 x AAA batteries included
» AC adaptor included

» Time & weather forecast projection
» 180° rotation projection head with adjustable focus length (1.5m – 2m)
» Weather forecast (+6 hrs)
» Indoor & outdoor temperature
» One 3-channel outdoor temperature sensor included
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock (EU: DCF/UK:MSF/US:WWVB)
» Dual alarm
» 2 x AAA batteries included
» AC adaptor included

BAR339DP | refer to page 33

26mm

» Dual line daylight projection of time, temperature and weather forecast icons on
wall or ceiling with 180° adjustable projection arm
» Includes 1 temperature sensor
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock for precise time-keeping that never needs
adjusting for Daylight Savings Time
» 2-minute crescendo alarm with 8-minute snooze
» Displays high/low temperature (indoor/outdoor)
» Light sensor adjusts projection and LCD light intensity between day and night
» Includes backlight for easy reading in low-light conditions
» Powered by 5V AC adaptor and 2 x CR2032 button cell for backup ; 1 x AA
batteries for sensor

140mm
155mm

77mm

Weather Day & Night

RTHN318

50mm

128mm

Radio-controlled
Projection Clock
RRA320PN | refer to page 34

27mm

128mm

Projection Clock
RM512P | refer to page 34

27mm

» Projects time and alarm
» Displays time in 12- or 24-hour format
» 2 alarm settings: 2-minute crescendo and radio
» Sleep timer function
» Large LCD display with dimmer function
» FM radio
» Powered by 6V AC adaptor and 2 x AAA batteries for backup

» 180o degree rotation projection with focus length (1.5 - 2.0m)
» Radio-controlled clock
» Indoor temperature
» Dual alarms
» Time and date display
» LCD display with white backlight
» Powered by USB or 2 x AAA batteries

180mm
66mm

BAR368P | refer to page 31

103mm

80mm

100mm
72mm

PROJI Projection Clock

» 180o rotatable projection head with fixed
» focus length (1.5m - 2.0m)
» Time projection with 180o flip
» Indoor temperature
» Radio-controlled (atomic) Clock
(EU: DCF/UK:MSF/US:WWVB)
» Dual Alarm (Daily/Weekday)
» 2 x AAA battery
» Include AC adaptor

92mm

RM338P / RM338PU | refer to page 30

92mm

PROJI Projection Clock

25mm
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Aroma Alarm Clock
with Mood Light
RM660 | refer to page 37

» Alarm Clock
» Weather Forecast
» Mood Light
» LED Backlight
» Aromatherapy

109.5mm

109.5mm

RM308P | refer to page 35

145mm

» Projects time and alarm on wall or ceiling with 180° adjustable projection arm
» Continuous projection (requires use of adaptor)
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock for precise time-keeping that never needs
adjusting for Daylight Savings Time (DCF-77 for Continental Europe or MSF60 for
the UK; WWB-60 for the US)
» 2 alarm settings: 2-minute beep and 8-minute snooze function
» LCD display
» Includes backlight for easy reading in low-light conditions
» Powered by AC/DC 4.5V adaptor and 2 x AAA batteries for backup

94mm

Classic Dual-alarm
Projection Clock

40mm

88mm

176mm

RRM116/RRM116U | refer to page 38

THN132N
94mm

47mm

Aroma Alarm Clock
with Mood Light
RM661 | refer to page 36

» Alarm Clock
» Weather Forecast
» Mood Light
» LED Backlight
» Aromatherapy

80mm

142mm

JW208 | refer to page 39

104mm

20mm

» Radio –controlled (atomic) clock (EU/UK/US)
» Calendar
» Indoor temperature
» 6-hrs weather forecast (Sunny/cloudy/rainy/snowy)
» One desktop rack included
» 3 x AAA batteries included

246mm
175mm

GLAZE Digital Wall Clock

60mm

» Projects time and alarm on wall or ceiling with 180° adjustable projection arm
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock for precise time-keeping that never needs
adjusting for Daylight Savings Time (DCF-77 for Continental Europe or MSF60 for
the UK; WWB-60 for the US)
» Tap-on technology – just tap the clock to activate snooze
» 2-minute crescendo buzzer alarm with 8-minute snooze function
» Continuous projection (requires use of adaptor)
» Large display for easy viewing
» Powered by 3V adaptor or 2 x CR2032 button cell batteries for main unit; 1 x AA
1.5V battery for sensor

134mm

100mm

RM368P | refer to page 35

132mm

101.6mm

Slim Projection Clock

» LCD backlight display with time, calendar, weekday
» Built-in FM Radio with 8 preset channels
» Dual Radio / Buzzer alarm
» Radio Controlled Clock (DCF-77 for EU, MSF-60 for UK)
» Radio sleep timer function (15/30/60/90mins)
» Touch key control
» 1 adaptor included and 3 x AAA batteries included

51mm

Classic Alarm Clock with
Radio

Jumbo Clock
JW108 | refer to page 39

» Displays time, date, day of the week, indoor/outdoor temperature and weather
forecast
» Tri-band radio-controlled (atomic) clock (EU, UK, US)
» Includes an optional desktop stand

390mm
242mm

RMR391P | refer to page 35

» Projects time and alarm on wall or ceiling with 180° adjustable projection arm
» Includes temperature sensor
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock for precise time-keeping that never needs
adjusting for Daylight Savings Time
» 2-minute crescendo buzzer alarm with 8-minute snooze function
» Powered by 3V adaptor or 2 x CR2032 button cell batteries for main unit; 1 x AA
1.5V battery for sensor

94mm

Slim Projection Clock
with Indoor / Outdoor
Temperature

132mm
25mm

54

55

EM221 | refer to page 44

JM889NR | refer to page 40

22mm

76mm

17mm

Weather+
(Advance Version)
BAR228 | refer to page 44

RM511 | refer to page 40

» Radio-controlled clock
» Indoor temperature
» Dual alarms
» Time and date display
» LCD display with white backlight
» Powered by 2 x AAA batteries

72mm
72mm

Travel Clock

» Real-time temperature /humidity/weather forecast from Weather+ (per 15 mins)
» Data history in curve (Temperature/Humidity/Barometer )
» Device: Data logger : per 15mins (typically store for 20 days)
» Apps: Can record 1 day/week/month/year weather record
» The curve can rotate to landscape view
» Max/Min value for specify time period (1 day/week/month/year)
» Max/Min Alert Setting (Temperature/Humidity/Barometer )
» Default Room Type Selection (10 Room types)
» Pre-set alert setting/notification wording for desired room type
» Notification from apps (Reminder/ Alert) when you are within Bluetooth range 
* when the weather data is out of the comfort level setting
» LED indicator (Turn on/off, BLE pairing, Data transmission, low battery)
» Photos taken for your room

70mm

70mm

THT328 | refer to page 40

» Displays current, high and low temperatures
» Ice alert signals when outdoor temperature is close to icy condition
» Waterproof
» Adhesive stickers included for mounting

70mm

82mm

Digital Window
Thermometer

» Real-time temperature data from Weather+ (per 15 mins)
» Data history in curve (Temperature)
» Device: Data logger : per 15mins (typically store for 20 days)
» Apps: Can record 1 day/week/month/year weather record
» The curve can rotate to landscape view
» Max/Min value for specify time period (1 day/week/month/year)
» Max/Min Alert Setting (Temperature)
» Default Room Type Selection (10 Room types)
» Pre-set aler t setting/notification wording for desired room type
» Notification from apps(Reminder/ Alert) when you are within Bluetooth range
* when the weather data is out of the comfort level setting
» LED indicator (Turn on/off, BLE pairing, Data transmission, low battery)
» Photos taken for your room

70mm

Weather+
(Basic Version)

20mm

220mm

20mm

» Displays time, date, day of the week, and indoor temperature
» Tri-band radio-controlled (atomic) clock (EU, UK, US)
» Includes optional wall mount and desktop stand

233mm

Radio-controlled
Wall Clock with
Indoor Temperature

25mm

28mm

Alize weather station
standard version
BAR266 | refer to page 45
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75mm

155mm

76mm

Alize weather station
advanced version
BAR268HG | refer to page 45

» Weather forecast
» Outdoor temperature and humidity with trend
(supports up to 5 channels with optional sensors*)
» Indoor temperature and humidity with trend
» Daily Hi/Lo memory for in/outdoor temperature and humidity
» Moon phase
» LED backlight
» Ice alert
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock (EU : DCF, UK : MSF, US:WWVB)

176mm
96mm

74mm

SHE101 | refer to page 42

» Instant and auto-detection every 30 minutes
» PM1.0, PM2.5 & PM 10 sensor < P2.5 sensor
» VOC Air quality monitor
» Measures temperature & humidity levels
» Pairing up PMI with mobile app
» LED light guide indicator for air quality
» 24-hour digital clock display
» Built-in rechargeable battery

21mm

Oregon.AIR
Smart Air Monitor

» Weather forecast
» Outdoor temperature with trend
(supports up to 5 channels with optional sensors*)
» Indoor temperature and humidity with trend
» Daily Hi/Lo memory for humidity & in/outdoor temperature
» LED backlight
» Ice alert
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock (EU : DCF, UK : MSF, US:WWVB)

19mm

108mm

145mm

19mm

RM938 | refer to page 41

» Displays time, date, and day of the week
» Dual Alarm
» Tri-band radio-controlled (atomic) clock (EU, UK, US)

70mm

Desktop Radio-controlled
Alarm Clock

» Outdoor temperature with trend
(supports up to 5 channels with optional sensors*)
» Indoor temperature with trend
» Daily Hi/Lo memory for in/outdoor temperature
» LED backlight
» Ice alert
» Radio-controlled (atomic) clock
(EU : DCF, UK : MSF, US:WWVB)

82mm

RMR262 | refer to page 45

19mm

Alize Thermometer
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Wellness
Bring Balance to Your Life
Care deeply for your mind and your body. Melt away the stress of the
day with innovative aroma diffusers featuring soft mood lighting, soothing
natural sounds and beautiful design. Breathe easier with clean, fresh air
at home, in the office, or even the car, with our comprehensive range of
air sanitizers.

58
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Pamper

with style

BlisScent Aroma Diffuser

WA633N

With one touch, a world of serenity lies at your fingertips.
Surround your senses in fine mists and the hues of soft, soothing
light spreading across the room
FULL FEATURES : PAGE 66
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A

sensory
delight to ease

DuoScent Aroma Diffuser

WA328

Set one to relax and one to re-energize, or one for work and
one for romance – with two programmable scent chambers
that alternate between fragrances, and 7 coloured moodlight
options, this stylish diffuser brings twice the ambiance and
personality to your surroundings.
FULL FEATURES : PAGE 66

away your
troubles

AuraBreeze Aroma Diffuser WA638
Bring a little extra leisure to your life with sleek modern design,
6-colour mood lighting, and soothing sounds accompanying
a fine aromatic mist that can be set to give you a refreshing
morning or ease you to sleep at night.
FULL FEATURES : PAGE 66

MUSE Aroma Diffuser

WA338

Lush aromatic mist, natural sounds and soft
flickering candle effects come together to create
a relaxing, romantic ambiance in this exquisitely
crafted porcelain aroma diffuser.
FULL FEATURES : PAGE 67
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Safe, fresh air

at your

command
i.fresh Compact NCCO Air
Sanitizing System WS908

Pamper yourself
with

relaxing

stimulation

Transform your drive, your work station,
or your hotel room with this compact
version of Oregon Scientific’s superior
air sanitizing system, for clean, fresh air
wherever you need it.
FULL FEATURES : PAGE 67

i.fresh NCCO Air Sanitizing System with
HEPA Filter WS907HF
Improve your quality of life by improving the quality of the air
in your home with this super-efficient sanitizing system with a
HEPA filter that screens out PM2.5 particles; sterilizes viruses
and bacteria; eliminates odors and filters out dust and mold
spores from the air you breathe.
FULL FEATURES : PAGE 67

SoothePad Hands Free
Electronic Tension
Reliever WP662
Treat your tired muscles to the relaxing
power of a hands-free electronic
massage, anytime, anywhere, with
this compact portable massage
set with variable intensity that can
be set according to your personal
preferences.
FULL FEATURES : PAGE 67

Air quality lightings

64

Relative air quality index

65

Wellness Product Specifications

WA633N | refer to page 60

» Ultrasonic aroma diffusion technology with 2-level of intensity
» LED mood lighting with 3 different effects (breathing/candle light flickering/always
ON)
» Metal classic flower pattern cover
» Auto turn-off sensor with low water indication
» Powered by AC/DC adaptor

129mm

BlisScent Aroma Diffuser

WA338 | refer to page 63

» Bone china material creates a sophisticated natural design
» Diffuses soothing aromatic mist
» 6 soothing sound settings with flickering candle effect for a relaxing ambience
» Uses safe, flameless and whisper-quiet ultrasonic diffusion technology
» Optional timer with LED indicator allows for 1 or 2 hours of continual mist
» LED backlight with flickering candle effect
» Automatically shuts off when water level drops below the minimum level
» Powered by 24V AC/DC adaptor

340mm

MUSE Aroma Diffuser
95mm

120mm

110mm

95mm

200mm

200mm

i.fresh Compact NCCO
Air Sanitizing System
WS908 | refer to page 64

214mm

328mm
58mm

SoothePad Hands Free
Electronic Tension Reliever
WP662 | refer to page 65

» 5 programmable modes: massage, pinching, tapping, and toning modes 1 & 2
» 10 selectable intensity levels
» Two sizes of reusable gel pad to fit different parts of the body
» Auto power-off (after 30 minutes)
» FDA / CE approved
» Powered by 2 x AAA batteries

Gel Pad
56mm

10mm

7mm

» Contains two scent diffusers with separate programmable timers
» Comfortable Air Spraying Diffusion Technology produces ultra-fine mist for longer
lasting aroma
» Easy-to-use and changeable plug-in aromatic oil cartridges
» Programmable timers for minimising wastage
» Adjustable diffusion intensity and area of dispersion (100 – 500 feet2) to fit user’s
preference
» Elegant marble finishing with 6-colour mood lighting options further enhances
ambience and visual enjoyment
» Sleek, easily-adjustable LCD clock and timer display

145mm

179mm

WA328 | refer to page 63

73mm

DuoScent Aroma Diffuser

» Applies 4-stage NCCO air sterilizing technology
» Filtration system uses a replaceable Zeolite nano-filter (lifetime up to 3 years) and
washable pre-filter with ioniser
» Removes 98.5% of viruses (H3N2)*1, 96.54% of bacteria (Staphylococcus
albus)*5, 85.83% of odours caused by TVOCs and smoke*3, 91.67% of respirable
suspended particulates (RSP)*4
» 1-speed fan
» Recommended room size: ~ 105 ft³
» One-touch on/off operation
» Powered by USB, car charger or 5V AC/DC adaptor

44mm

» Diffuses soothing aromatic mist for a relaxing ambience
» Modern design with multi-sensory relaxation modes (aroma, light effects, soothing
sounds/music)
» Uses safe, flameless and whisper-quiet ultrasonic diffusion technology
» 6 shifting mood lighting modes: pink, purple, orange, yellow, green and blue
» Plays 6 natural sounds and music
» Digital clock with alarm using sound, aroma or light
» Wake-up and sleep modes for aroma diffusion
» Automatically shuts off when water level drops below the minimum level
» Touch key and LCD at top panel
» Powered by 12V AC/DC adaptor

10mm

WA638 | refer to page 62

80mm

AuraBreeze Aroma Diffuser

140mm

77mm

WS907HF | refer to page 64

» NCCO technology effectively sterilizes airborne bacteria (replaceable Nano filter
with a lifetime of up to 3 years)
» Washable pre-filter captures large airborne particles
» Removes 99.95% of viruses (H3N2)*1, 99.99% of bacteria (Staphylococcus
albus)*2, 99.52% of odours caused by TVOCs, formaldehyde, benzene, and
acetone*3, and over 99.72% of respirable suspended particulates (RSP)*4
» HEPA filter (interchangeable with pre-filter) screens out PM2.5 particles
(replaceable HEPA filter with a lifetime of up to 6 months, depending on the
environment)
» No harmful emission of chemicals and particles into the air
» Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) air quality sensor with air quality level display
scale of 1 (best) to 5 (worst)
» Air quality detector with LED indicator, and light sensing function that adjusts
brightness according to the environment
» Fan with auto/high/low intensity settings draws in airborne particles and
accelerates air purification (fan speed can be adjusted according to air quality in
auto mode)
» Includes Nano filter, 2 HEPA filters and washable pre-filter
» Powered by AC/DC adaptor

77mm

i.fresh NCCO Air Sanitizing
System with HEPA Filter

15mm
7mm

*1 Tested by Biomedical Science Association (BMSA) in Japan. Test method: H3N2 was emitted in the air in 120L box and the percentage of H3N2 removal was measured.
*2 Tested by Guangzhou Detection Centre of Microbiology. Test method: Bacteria was suspended in the air in 1m³cube and percentage of airborne bacteria sterilized was measured.
*3 Tested by SGS. Test method TVOC was emitted in the air in 70x70x70cm box and the percentage of TVOC removal was measured.
*4 Tested by SGS. Test method: RSP was emitted in the air in 70x70x70cm cube and the percentage of RSP removal was measured.
*5 Tested by SGS. Test method: Airborne bacteria were emitted in the air in 70x70x70cm cube and the percentage of total bacteria removal was measured.
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Learning
& Fun
Connecting Exploration with Fun
Cultivate a love of learning that will last a lifetime. Turn education into
exploration with Smart Globe’sTM expansive line of interactive electronics
atlases and give your kids a head start in the world of innovative personal
technology with Smart Anatomy!

68
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Explore
a world of wonder
with

SmartGlobe
Infinity

TM

Learn

more about

the Earth
and
the skies
Experience an educational journey around
the world with SmartGlobes.

Infinite possibilities for learning await with SmartGlobeTM
interact with apps and switch themed globes for an array
of fun specialized experiences.

SmartGlobe™ Infinity+ SG338C
Travel the world at the stroke of the wireless Bluetooth®
SmartPen with this always up-to-date interactive globe featuring
fun games and exciting lessons.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 76

SmartGlobe™ Discovery SG268
Discover the world without leaving your home
with SmartGlobe™ Discovery and the interactive
SmartPen.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 76
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Your

Round trip
ticket to fun

SmartGlobe™ Star ST328
Reach for the stars with this interactive launch pad for interstellar
exploration! Explore constellations and star facts with this fun
home planetarium.
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 76

SmartGlobe™ Mysterious World

72

ST318

SmartGlobe™ Star SG18-11

Discover thousands of amazing secrets and hidden facts
about the world around us, including animal facts, surprising
secrets about landmarks, and mysterious destinations.

Learning is exciting day and night with this interactive atlas
that combines the fun features of the original SmartGlobeTM
with the brilliant night sky and constellations.

FULL FEATURES: PAGE 77

FULL FEATURES: PAGE 77
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Let’s make learning
FUN & EASY

Smart Anatomy SA218
Smart Anatomy teaches your child about the
amazing human body, its complex systems,
interesting facts and nutrition tips. Just
touch the detachable parts with the audio
Smart Pen and discover the many aspects of
our anatomy!
FULL FEATURES: PAGE 77
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Learning & Fun Product Specifications

» Includes all the winning features of the award-winning SmartGlobe™
» Over 30 educational activities, covering topics ranging from capitals and
currencies to world leaders and languages (3 fun play modes: touch, compare
and find)
» Interactive system uses the wireless SmartPen to explore and play
» Built-in speaker (SmartPen) for recording notes
» Keep up-to-date with current events by connecting the SmartPen to a computer
via the USB cable to sync and upgrade
» Includes a supplemental local map for local geography lessons
» iOS and Android apps offer interactive learning
» Works with additional theme globes such as Star and Mysterious World (sold
separately)
» Micro SD card is included for content memory (Bluetooth® SmartPen)
» Powered by 2 x AAA batteries (SmartPen)
» Suitable for ages 6+

340mm

Wireless
SmartPen

ST318 | refer to page 72

270mm

SmartGlobe™ Star
(Optional)

SmartGlobe™ Star

310mm
380mm

» Interactive system uses the wireless SmartPen to explore and play
» Features hours of educational content, with 19 fun educational activities and over
2000 facts, covering topics ranging from capitals and currencies to world leaders
and languages (4 fun play modes: touch, compare, find and ultimate challenge)
» Base with 3 activity panels
» Includes a supplemental local map for local geography lessons on one of panel
» Powered by 2 x AAA batteries (Globe) (included)
» Suitable for ages 6+

Globe Stand

258mm

SG18-11 | refer to page 73

SG268 | refer to page 71

280mm

Local Map

SmartGlobe™
Mysterious World
(Optional)

SmartGlobe™ Discovery

» Accessory of the award-winning SmartGlobe™ Infinity
» Includes 12 fun educational activities focused on amazing facts and mysterious
secrets from around the world
» Themed globe switches in 2 clicks, and includes supplemental stand for display
» Interactive system uses the wireless SmartPen (included with SmartGlobe™
Infinity) to explore and play
» Keep up-to-date with current events by syncing and upgrading via your computer
» Suitable for ages 6+

» Includes all the winning features of the award-winning SmartGlobe™
» Over 30 educational activities, covering topics ranging from capitals and
currencies to world leaders and languages (3 fun play modes: touch, compare
and find)
» Night mode lets users explore the starry night sky
» Includes 6 new constellation games
» Interactive system uses the wireless SmartPen to explore and play
» Built-in speaker
» Keep up-to-date with current events by syncing and upgrading via your computer
» Includes a supplemental local map for local geography lessons
» Powered by 2 x AAA batteries (SmartPen) and 4 x AA (Globe) (included)
» Can be used with an AC/DC adapter for extended play
» Suitable for ages 5 – 15

340mm
380mm

SG338C | refer to page 70

380mm

SmartGlobe™ Infinity+

SmartGlobe™ Mysterious
World

SmartPen
270mm

258mm

OID SmartPen
310mm

310mm
Local Map

SA218 | refer to page 74

SmartGlobe™ Star
ST328 | refer to page72

» Accessory of the award-winning SmartGlobe™ Infinity
» Includes 8 fun educational activities, covering information on 88 constellations
» Themed globe switches in 2 clicks and includes supplemental stands for display
» Interactive system uses the wireless SmartPen (included with SmartGlobe™
Infinity) to explore and play
» Keep up-to-date with current events by syncing and upgrading via your computer
» Suitable for ages 6+

280mm

» 16 Detachable parts with OID codes
» Boy & Girl faces options (DIY stickers)
» Able to deliver audio content on the pen
» 5 Game Modes with 20 activities
» Wireless exploration with the Smart Pen
» A3 size poster with Body Diagram
» A5 size booklet with extra information
» More than 150 points to touch with the Pen
» Powered by 2 x AAA batteries (SmartPen) (included)
» Suitable for ages 5+

180mm

Smart Pen

390mm

Smart Anatomy

Globe Stand
Booklet

180mm

Poster
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Global Contacts
EUROPE

Oregon Scientific Italia Srl
Centro Direzionale Colleoni
Palazzo Taurus 2,
Viale Colleoni 3,
20864 Agrate Brianza (MB), Italy
Tel: 39 039 656 181
Fax: 39 039 643 3111
www.oregonscientific.it
info@oregonscientific.it
Oregon Scientific France
S.A.R.L.
5 Avenue Georges Bataille
60330 Le Plessis Belleville
France
Tél. (33) 3 44 60 21 03
www.oregonscientific.fr
info@oregonscientific.fr
Oregon Scientific Ibérica S.A.
C\ Zurbano 45, 1°
Postal code: 28010
Madrid, Spain
Tel: 34 91 650 3795
www.oregonscientific.es
sales@oregonscientific.es
Oregon Scientific (U.K.)
Limited
One St Peter’s Road
Maidenhead
Berks SL6 7QU, UK
Tel: 44 01628 879675
Fax: 44 01628 670606
www.oregonscientific.co.uk
sales@oregonuk.com

ASIA PACIFIC

Oregon Scientific Hong Kong
Limited
Block C, 9/F Kaiser Estate, Phase 1
41 Man Yue Street
Hunghom, Kowloon
Hong Kong
Tel: 852 2303 1889
Fax: 852 2765 7435
http://www.oregonscientific.com.hk
info@oregonscientific.com
Oregon Scientific Enterprise
(Shanghai)
Company Limited”
People’s Republic of China,
200001,
Shanghai, 98 Liu He Road,
Harbour Ring Huangpu Centre,
18th Floor, China
Tel: 86 21 6350 7072
Fax: 86 21 6350 7074
www.oregonscientific.com.cn
os-shanghai@oregonscientific.com

Global Contacts
NORTH AMERICA

Oregon Scientific Inc.
Centerpointe center
5 Centerponted drive, suite 400
Office no. 11 & 19
Lake oswego, oregon 97035,
USA
Tel: 1 503 783 5100
Fax: 1 503 691 6208
http://www.oregonscientific.com
info@oscientific.com

HEADQUARTERS

Oregon Scientific Global
Distribution Limited
Block C, 9/F Kaiser Estate,
Phase 1,
41 Man Yue Street
Hunghom, Kowloon
Hong Kong
Tel: 852 2764 7873
Fax: 852 2765 7435
www.oregonscientific.com

LATIN AMERICA

Oregon Scientific Brasil Ltda.Av. Ibirapuera, 2.907 – cj. 1602,
Bourbon Convention – Ed. Com
ercial State,
Moema, Sao Paulo, SP,
CEP: 04029-200, Brazil
Tel: 55 11 51039800
Fax: 55 11 51039810
www.oregonscientific.com.br
osb@oregonscientific.com.br

Oregon Scientific (Japan)
Limited
Yuemu Building, 8/F,
1-14-5 Higashi Ueno, Taito-Ku,
Tokyo, 110-0015, Japan
Tel: 81 3 3837 3791
Fax: 81 3 3837 3980
www.oregonscientific.com
info@oregonscientific.com
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Oregon Scientific Italia Srl
Centro Direzionale Colleoni
Palazzo Taurus 2,
Viale Colleoni 3,
20864 Agrate Brianza (MB), Italy
Tel: 39 039 656 181
Fax: 39 039 643 3111
www.oregonscientific.it
info@oregonscientific.it
Oregon Scientific France
S.A.R.L.
5 Avenue Georges Bataille
60330 Le Plessis Belleville
France
Tél. (33) 3 44 60 21 03
www.oregonscientific.fr
info@oregonscientific.fr
Oregon Scientific Ibérica S.A.
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Madrid, Spain
Tel: 34 91 650 3795
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Oregon Scientific (U.K.)
Limited
One St Peter’s Road
Maidenhead
Berks SL6 7QU, UK
Tel: 44 01628 879675
Fax: 44 01628 670606
www.oregonscientific.co.uk
sales@oregonuk.com

ASIA PACIFIC

Oregon Scientific Hong Kong
Limited
Block C, 9/F Kaiser Estate, Phase 1
41 Man Yue Street
Hunghom, Kowloon
Hong Kong
Tel: 852 2303 1889
Fax: 852 2765 7435
http://www.oregonscientific.com.hk
info@oregonscientific.com
Oregon Scientific Enterprise
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200001,
Shanghai, 98 Liu He Road,
Harbour Ring Huangpu Centre,
18th Floor, China
Tel: 86 21 6350 7072
Fax: 86 21 6350 7074
www.oregonscientific.com.cn
os-shanghai@oregonscientific.com

NORTH AMERICA

Oregon Scientific Inc.
Centerpointe center
5 Centerponted drive, suite 400
Office no. 11 & 19
Lake oswego, oregon 97035,
USA
Tel: 1 503 783 5100
Fax: 1 503 691 6208
http://www.oregonscientific.com
info@oscientific.com

HEADQUARTERS

Oregon Scientific Global
Distribution Limited
Block C, 9/F Kaiser Estate,
Phase 1,
41 Man Yue Street
Hunghom, Kowloon
Hong Kong
Tel: 852 2764 7873
Fax: 852 2765 7435
www.oregonscientific.com

LATIN AMERICA

Oregon Scientific Brasil Ltda.Av. Ibirapuera, 2.907 – cj. 1602,
Bourbon Convention – Ed. Com
ercial State,
Moema, Sao Paulo, SP,
CEP: 04029-200, Brazil
Tel: 55 11 51039800
Fax: 55 11 51039810
www.oregonscientific.com.br
osb@oregonscientific.com.br

Oregon Scientific (Japan)
Limited
Yuemu Building, 8/F,
1-14-5 Higashi Ueno, Taito-Ku,
Tokyo, 110-0015, Japan
Tel: 81 3 3837 3791
Fax: 81 3 3837 3980
www.oregonscientific.com
info@oregonscientific.com
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